where Y is an n-vector of endogenous variables and Z is an m-vector of exogenous variables.
Examples include the first order conditions for an (often constrained) optimization problem, a set of excess demand functions associated with multiple markets, or behavioral and accounting equations describing features of (or its aggregative entirety) the macro-economy.
The solutions to such systems, per se, are austere in terms of the hypotheses that they present 

When this method is brought to the data, it is not uncommon to assume that the system (2) is (at least locally) linear and, with error terms added, the system (2) is re-expressed as, βY = γZ + δU
where β, γ and δ are appropriately dimensioned matrices and U is a matrix of disturbances. 2 The system (3) is usually called the structural form of the model. Significantly, (3), specifically the arrays {β, γ, δ}, may be taken as the hypothesis that economic theory proposes about the economy.
As a step on the road to evaluating hypotheses about β, γ and δ, (3) must be manipulated before being taken to the data. The result is, YZ ΨU.
The system (4) is usually called the reduced form for which π = β -1 γ. As practiced, π and Ψ can be estimated directly and, via identifying restrictions, estimates of β, γ and δ are constructed.
The hypothesis {β, γ, δ} in (3) is then tested, after manipulating the outcome of the unrestricted estimation of π (or sometimes Ψ as well) in (4), to produce an estimate of the unknowns in (3) and their associated test statistics. However, from the standpoint of economics as a "science,"
the hypothesis {β, γ, δ} (presumably) imposes restrictions on the possible outcomes of the estimated π. If these restrictions are not found to be the case, even before constructing estimates of {β, γ, δ} from the estimated π, then the hypothesis (within the limits of the data used) has been "falsified" (Popper (1934 (Popper ( /1959 ).
An immediate issue is what the restrictions are that an hypothesis {β, γ, δ} imposes on the outcome of the estimation of π. This issue has been, and remains, somewhat problematical. The problem was posed over sixty years ago by Samuelson (1947) . He first noted that economic theory sometimes only specifies the sign patterns of {β, γ}. 3 Given this, restrictions on π (presumably on the signs of its entries) must somehow be found through the algebra involved in π = β -1 γ, a so-called qualitative analysis. Samuelson thought that it would be very unlikely that restrictions could be found this way. Instead, he proposed other criteria. For optimization problems, the second order conditions for solution can require that certain entries of β -1 take on specific signs. Similarly, for (say) multimarket equilibria, if the system (3) is assumed to be was an identity matrix. In the era of structural VARs γ was no longer sparse and β was identified via restrictions on the covariance matrix of the random vector U. In more contemporary work U is a matrix and δ is no longer the identity matrix. Identification is achieved by zero restrictions in {β, γ, δ} and on the disturbance covariance matrix.
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stable, then certain entries of β -1 must take on specific signs, i.e., the Correspondence Principle.
Sometimes invoking functional forms can help. 4 Samuelson (op. cit.) also noted that the relative size of some entries of β -1 could be related to the number of constraints imposed in an optimization problem; and later, Samuelson (1960) , showed the same result for stable, multimarket equilibria, both as applications of the LeChatelier Principle.
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It is a fair question to ask how things have changed since these ideas were first expressed. been much attention to the restrictions on π due to the proposed hypothesis {β, γ} that are then submitted to econometric analysis. 7 In sum, there really has not been much progress, or related practice, in testing the hypotheses advanced by economic theory in the sense of a formal investigation of how the structural specification limits the estimated reduced form outcome.
The point of this paper is to propose a method that enables examining the restrictions on π imposed by the hypothesis {β, γ} thereby providing the potential for falsifying the model (3) regardless of the numerical outcomes for {β, γ} as derived from the unrestricted estimate of π.
The method of analysis proposed involves the relaxation of a condition traditionally required of qualitative analyses that has little consequence in terms of actual, applied systems (sign nonsingularity is not assumed, see below). It is demonstrated that Samuelson's initial pessimism and 5 the restrictions traditionally required for such an analysis are overdone. In fact, we show that a specification of the sign pattern of the structural arrays always imposes significant limitations on the sign pattern that the associated reduced form array can take on. As a result, the potential for examining model specification is significantly increased, based only upon a qualitative specification of the structural form.
In the next section a brief review of traditional qualitative methods is presented. Some of the methods traditionally used can be useful in the more general method presented here. In section III the enhanced method for conducting a qualitative analysis is presented. Examples are given in section IV. The last section provides a summary of results. Derivations associated with the examples are provided in an appendix.
II. Qualitative Analysis. For the rest of the paper, the system (3) will be simplified by the assumption that γ = I, so that π = β -1 . This assumption is typical of the literature on qualitative analysis, but is not entirely without consequence. Buck and Lady (2005) provide examples of a traditional analysis without this simplification. In addition, it will be assumed that the matrix β is irreducible, i.e., no entry of β -1 must be zero. Finally, it will be assumed that no entry of β -1 is otherwise equal to zero, i.e., no array corresponding to a cofactor is singular. These last two assumptions are convenient and the analysis we develop can be readily extended to exclude them.
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The problem at issue is this: Given sgn β, can it be shown that some, if not all, entries of sgn β -1 have certain signs, independent of the magnitudes of the entries of β.
8 A quick take on limiting the analysis to cases for which γ = I might be proposed to imply that the estimate of β could "simply" be derived by inverting the reduced form. Consistency of the sign patterns involved could be determined by comparing the sign pattern of this result with that hypothesized for β. Doing this does not account for the identification problem if the hypothesized β contains zero entries, as it typically would. If β contains zero entries, then some version of multi-stage least squares would be used to recover the estimated β from the estimated reduced form. The possible approaches need not be in agreement as to the sign pattern of the recovered β. Further, under current practice, they would be undertaken even if the sign pattern of the estimated reduced form was an impossible outcome, given the hypothesized sign pattern for β or even only its hypothesized zeros, i.e., since no test for these circumstances is made.
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Lancaster (1962) initiated a literature on this issue by proposing that the answer is "yes" if and only if β can be manipulated into a particular form. 9 Gorman (1964) showed that Lancaster's proposed form was sufficient, but not necessary. Somewhat different methods were developed using the theory of signed, directed graphs. 10 A key condition is to show the necessary and sufficient conditions on sgn β such that det β ≠ 0 independent of the magnitudes of β's entries.
If these conditions are satisfied, then β is called "sign non-singular" or "qualitatively invertible"
and at least some entries of sgn β -1 must have particular signs. 11 These conditions are presented in Bassett, Maybee and Quirk (1968) . The conditions for sign non-singularity are extremely restrictive and are seldom satisfied by any matrix associated with applied models. 12 Accordingly, we do not assume or require sign nonsingularity. Instead, we assume that β is quantitatively non-singular. In effect this removes any restriction upon the array assumed for the structural model, since applied models are not singular as a practical matter. Given this, the conditions we develop in the next section can be applied to any model for which β is numerically non-singular.
9 The (upper) Hessenberg Form, e.g., Horn and Johnson (1985) , p. 28.
10 This approach is a useful way to express the inference structure of a system of equations and has reappeared in recent years in (such as) Awokuse and Bessler (2003) for the circumstance that the approach provides an ordering of the equations.
11 Lady (1983) showed that for β arranged such that β ii ≠ 0 for all i and sign non-singular, then for β ij ≠ 0, sgn β ji -1 = sgn β ij , independent of the magnitudes of the nonzero entries of β.
12 As noted, this was Samuelson's speculation and it was recognized by the developers of a traditional, qualitative analysis. A variety of algorithmic principles were developed to deal with the need for additional information, e.g., Ritschard (1983) , Maybee and Weiner (1988) , Gillen and Guccione (1990), and Lady (2000) . Even so, the point of the analysis remained that of signing individual entries of β -1 . As shown below, we demonstrate that the analysis can be taken to involve limits on the entire sign pattern of β -1 , even though no individual entries can be signed.
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III. The Qualitative Inverse. The starting point for the analysis is the concept of the qualitative inverse.
Definition (qualitative inverse): Let β be an n x n irreducible matrix with sign pattern sgn β.
Sgn π is a qualitative inverse of β if and only if there exist magnitudes for the entries of β, consistent with sgn β, such that sgn β -1 = sgn π.
From the standpoint of falsifying an hypothesized sgn β by estimating π, the hypothesized sgn β is consistent with the data only if sgn is a qualitative inverse of β. 13 Otherwise, within the limits of the data used, the hypothesis is falsified. This criterion picks up all instances in which a traditional qualitative analysis proceeds with β sign non-singular. The point of the analysis here is that any hypothesized sgn β imposes restrictions on the sign pattern that the estimated π can take on; and, given this, any hypothesized β can be potentially falsified. The issue thus becomes that of determining if a given sgn (the sign pattern of an estimate of π) is, or is not, a qualitative inverse of an hypothesized β.
14 Let B = [B ij ] be the adjoint of β. For a given sgn , consider the system(s) of inequalities as written out symbolically as the expansions of β's cofactors and determinant, sgn B = sgn , and det β > 0; and/or, sgn B = -sgn , and det β < 0. (5) It is immediate that a given sgn is a qualitative inverse of a proposed β if and only if at least one of the systems (5) has a solution. The problem is finding (algorithmically) if any solutions exist. One way is Monte Carlo. The absolute values of the nonzero entries of β can be sampled based upon distributional rules, the appropriate sign pattern imposed, the consequent array inverted, and the sign pattern found noted and compared to the given sgn . The sampling can 13 Sufficiency might be questioned if it could be shown that the values required for the entries of β so as to generate the sign pattern of the estimated reduced form cannot be supported by the theory, i.e., that the theory requires quantitative properties of β in addition to its sign pattern.
14 Even if γ ≠ I , the estimated π would inherit restrictions due to the restrictions on β -1 .
8 be done over and over to see if the given sgn turns up. If it does, then the given sgn is a qualitative inverse of the proposed sgn β.
But suppose the given sgn does not appear in the Monte Carlo. In principle, if enough sample β are constructed, inverted, and the results compared to a proposed sgn , the likelihood of missing sgn , assuming it is a qualitative inverse of β, can be made vanishingly small. Still, for large arrays particularly, "enough" might be quite a few. And even so, if sgn is not found, there would be the nagging thought that the sample is too small. Although it must be said that under these circumstances the proposed hypothesis is at best calling for an unlikely outcome, it nevertheless might be consistent with the data and the Monte Carlo sample is just failing to show it. Better to have some analytic capacity for reaching a judgment before facing up to the analytic burden of determining whether or not (5) has a solution. And, additionally, it needs (here) to be shown that any proposed sgn β necessarily restricts the sgn π that can be its qualitative inverses;
and hence, any proposed sgn β can be potentially falsified.
Restrictions that sgn β imposes upon sgn π can be readily developed. Consider that if and only if sgn π is a qualitative inverse of β, then there exist magnitudes for the entries of each array such that βπ = I and πβ = I. For this to be possible, the terms in the sums given in (6) below must have positive, or positive and negative, terms as appropriate. From the perspective of the problem at issue here, this characteristic has immediate importance.
Theorem (necessity of id-consistency):
Let β be an irreducible n x n matrix. A proposed sgn π is a qualitative inverse of β only if sgn π is id-consistent with sgn β.
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Proof. The necessity of the condition is immediate, since βπ = I and/or πβ = I would be impossible without it. In the next section, examples show that it is not (always) sufficient.▪
The algorithmic principles needed to test a given sgn π for id-consistency with a sgn β are quite straight-forward and easy to apply. For example, for the entries of sgn β proposed to be all positive, sgn π is id-consistent if and only if each row and column of sgn π contain at least one positive and one negative entry. Generally, no row (resp. column) of sgn π can have exactly the same signs as the corresponding nonzero entries of any column (resp. row) of sgn β unless i = j;
and, no row (resp. column) of sgn π can have exactly the negative of the signs of the corresponding nonzero entries of any column (resp. row) of sgn β. The power of this point of view for evaluating an hypothesized β is striking. For example, if sgn β is hypothesized to be all positive, the hypothesis can be falsified by the single estimation of any row of π and finding that the entries are all positive or all negative. Any sgn with such a row cannot be a qualitative inverse of the hypothesized (all positive) β regardless of the signs of its other entries. Other, similar examples can be readily constructed.
As noted, id-consistency is necessary, but not (always) sufficient. As a result, an array might be found to be id-consistent, but not found as a qualitative inverse via Monte Carlo sampling. If so, one approach would be to confront the systems (5) to see if solutions exist, or not, for the proposed sgn β and sgn π. Prior to doing this, another necessary condition might be of assistance.
Applied models often have a fair number of zero entries proposed for β, i.e., only a few of the roster of endogenous variables appear in any one of the equations of the system (1). Under these circumstances, although β might not be sign non-singular, some of the arrays corresponding to its cofactors might be. If so, then some entries of β's adjoint can be signed, independent of magnitudes. If there are at least two such entries, then when the results of the Monte Carlo sampling is inspected, the corresponding pair of entries in β -1 would have the same, or opposite, signs exactly the same number of times. Such a finding would be especially robust for the Monte 15 A less formal acknowledgement of this circumstance is given in Buck and Lady (2010) .
Carlo approach; but as a double check, when such entries appear to be found, the symbolic expansions of the associated cofactors can be audited to confirm the circumstance.
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The condition at issue can be defined as follows,
Definition (adjoint-consistent):
If sgn B ij = sgn B uv (resp. sgn B ij = -sgn B uv ) independent of magnitudes, then sgn π is adjoint-consistent with β if and only if sgn π ij = sgn π uv (resp. sgn π ij = -sgn π uv ).
If applicable, this circumstance is of immediate importance.
Theorem (importance of adjoint-consistency).
Let β be an irreducible n x n matrix. If at least two entries of B can be signed, independent of magnitudes, then a proposed sgn π is a qualitative inverse of β only if sgn π is adjoint-consistent with β.
Proof. Necessity is immediate, since all inverses of β must have pairs of entries that are equal or different in sign if the corresponding entries of B can be signed, independent of magnitudes. If applicable, the condition is clearly not (always) sufficient, since (say) uninvolved rows and/or columns of sgn π may violate the requirements of id-consistency. ▪ As before, the implication of the condition (when applicable) is striking from the standpoint of model feasibility. Consider that if a single pair of entries of β's adjoint can be signed, then fully half of the possible 2 n2 sign patterns that sgn π might take on (barring zeros) cannot be qualitative inverses of β. As a result, the proposed sgn β could be potentially rejected due to the outcome of estimating at most two of the rows of π as appropriate to the location of the entries at issue.
The concepts of id-consistency and adjoint-consistency, in combination with studying the system(s) (5) to see if solutions do or do not exist, completes the scope of our analysis. The requirements of id-consistency always limits the reduced form sign patterns that can be qualitative inverses of the proposed sign pattern for the structural array. We presume and certainly hope that other conditions or algorithmic principles can be found to expedite the determination of whether or not an estimated reduced form is the qualitative inverse of a proposed structural array.
IV. Examples.
The examples presented here are intended to illustrate the analytic point of view presented in the last two sections. Small arrays are used to enable the reader to confirm the results we present. Actual models would presumably almost always involve larger arrays. This is not of particular concern in testing for id-consistency, signable entries in β's adjoint, or testing for adjoint-consistency, since the algorithmic principles involved are well in-hand. On the other hand, determining if the systems of inequalities in (5) have solutions or not is another matter for large arrays. For the smaller arrays considered in this section, this was done by inspection and manipulation, and can be replicated by the reader.
Our first example demonstrates that even a traditional qualitative analysis can go astray, absent the expanded point of view developed in the last section. The structural array provided below was presented as an example in Lady and Maybee (1983) .
This matrix is sign non-singular. As a result, the entries of sgn β -1 that are incident upon the nonzeros of β-transpose have the same sign as these transposed entries, independent of magnitudes. As it works out, the entries of sgn β -1 that are incident upon the zeros in β-transpose cannot be signed independent of magnitudes. This qualitative analysis allows sgn β -1 to be written out as, 17 Although sign non-singular, no full column of β -1 can be signed. As a result, all of the solution values of Y cannot be signed for any specified sign pattern for Z, although some of them always can be, which was Lady and Maybee's point in presenting this array. ?
Since the four, qualitatively unsignable entries could take on a positive or negative value, there are sixteen possible outcomes for an estimated sgn π that would be consistent with the outcome of this traditional qualitative analysis; or, at least this would be the presumption of the qualitative analyst. Although Lady and Maybee didn't do this, the reader can check that all sixteen of these sign patterns are both id-consistent and adjoint-consistent. Accordingly, if the estimated reduced form takes on any of these sixteen sign patterns, then a traditional qualitative analysis would conclude that the hypothesized structural array is consistent with the data. If the estimated reduced form is not one of these sixteen sign patterns, the hypothesis is falsified.
We submitted the given structural array to Monte Carlo sampling and after taking a fair number of samples, i.e., millions, we found that two of the sixteen sign patterns that (seemingly) β -1 might take on never showed up as qualitative inverses. These two arrays are given below: 18 Indices are assigned to the possible sign patterns that β -1 might take by first constructing the binary number that corresponds to the rows of the array, first to last, written out as a sixteen digit binary number with "0" corresponding to "-" and "1" corresponding to "+."The index is then computed as the corresponding base 10 number. E.g., an all negative array has an index of "0" and an all positive array has an index of "65535."
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The four variable signs at issue are indicated with an "*." We wrote out the systems (5) corresponding to both of these sign patterns and found them to be impossible, i.e., assuming there to be a solution resulted in a logical inconsistency. This derivation is provided in the appendix. As a result, even in the rare case that a traditional qualitative analysis could reach conclusions about signable entries in β -1 , the configuration of generally unsignable entries that might still remain would not be critically assessed. As a result, for such as the case above, an estimated reduced form sign pattern might be accepted as consistent with the data, although in fact the sign pattern found was not a qualitative inverse of the hypothesized structural array.
Without the further analysis of the possible sign patterns for the unsignable entries, the traditional qualitative analysis would have missed the very circumstance it was intended to detect.
The second example is designed to capture all of the features of the analysis outlined in the last section. The assumed hypothesized array is given below, In principle, there are 65536 sign patterns (barring zeros) that a 4 x 4 array can take on. Each of these was tested for id-consistency with the hypothesized β. Only 229 of these sign patterns satisfied the conditions. Accordingly, over 99.6% of the potential outcomes for an estimated π cannot be qualitative inverses of the hypothesized β, a dramatic example of the limitations imposed on the reduced form by a specification of the sign pattern of the structural array.
Repeated samples of the Monte Carlo further reduced the set of possible π and found only 110 sign patterns for β -1 . This left 119 sign patterns that were id-consistent, but potentially proposing systems of inequalities (5) that did not have solutions. The Monte Carlo sampling also reported that four entries of the simulated β -1 always had the same sign. The symbolic expansions of the associated cofactors were written out and these terms were all found to be negative, independent of magnitudes. Hence, the sign pattern of β's adjoint could be shown to be, 
Each of the 229 id-consistent sign patterns was additionally tested for adjoint-consistency. Of these, 112 were not adjoint-consistent leaving 117 sign patterns that satisfied the two necessary conditions. Of these, seven were not found by Monte Carlo sampling to be qualitative inverses of the hypothesized array. These sign patterns are given below. Given knowledge of the signable entries of the adjoint, the sign of the determinant is also given. Each of these was assessed with respect to the systems of inequalities (5) and found to be impossible (derivations are given in the appendix). Accordingly, the sample(s) used for the Monte Carlo were sufficiently large.
This example shows the substantial limitations that the structural sign pattern can impose upon the sign pattern of the reduced form. The conditions of id-consistency always apply and demonstrate that a specification of the sign pattern of the structural array always imposes limits on the corresponding reduced form. Adjoint-consistency may not always apply, but it is potentially applicable for structural arrays with a fair number of zero entries. Given an estimated reduced form that satisfies the two necessary conditions, but is not found by Monte Carlo sampling, an assessment of the existence of the corresponding system(s) of inequalities (5) remains an option in terms of validating the hypothesized structural sign pattern.
V. Summary. Over the course of recent decades, economists have proceeded by specifying systems of equations designed to express some feature of how the economy works or explain the behavior of its embodied decision makers, such termed as the structural model. The relationships among the endogenous and exogenous variables of the structural model are then brought to the data by estimating the (usually) unrestricted reduced form. In computing estimates of the structural unknowns the empiricist applies the data to the reduced form, while ignoring the restrictions implied by the structure, then works back to the structural unknowns. The research effort then proceeds to a discussion of statistically significant estimates of the structural unknowns, all the while being ignorant of or ignoring the fact that the model may have been falsified by the realization of a reduced form that could not have occurred if the original model had been correct.
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Having a methodology at hand for detecting when a proposed model could not possibly have generated the observed data is essential. The argument presented here is that the sign pattern of the proposed structural model always restricts the set of permissible sign patterns for the directly estimable reduced form. In the event that an observed reduced form is not a member of the set of permissible reduced forms then the model has been falsified.
The method for enumerating the set of permissible reduced forms has been developed here. Two theorems stating the necessary conditions for the enumeration of permissible reduced are stated and proved. The first necessary condition, the id-condition or the identity condition, exploits the fact that the product, from the left and the right, of a matrix and its inverse must be the identity matrix. The second necessary condition, adjoint-consistency, exploits the fact that a proposed inverse must be consistent with (if at least two) signable entries in its adjoint. These two necessary conditions considerably restrict the number of conceivable inverses of β. It is also shown the set of candidate inverses can be further reduced by finding that proposed systems of inequalities (5) The usefulness of this arrangement is that it can be shown that each term in the expansion of det β, other than the product of the main diagonal entries, is composed of the products of the values of some number of disjoint cycles with main diagonal entries included to account for vertices not present in the embodied cycles. 21 The entire expansion of det β is the sum of the product of the main diagonal entries and all possible terms comprised of distinct combinations of disjoint cycles and main diagonal entries. Given this, it is known additionally for β in standard form that for terms that embody only negative cycles, the sign of the term is (-1) n which is also the sign of the product of the main diagonal entries. Terms that embody an even number of positive cycles also have this sign. It is only terms that embody an odd number of positive cycles that have the opposite sign, (-1) n-1 . These circumstances provide the fundamental theorem of traditional qualitative analysis, as provided by Bassett, Maybee and Quirk (1968) ; namely, all terms in the expansion of det β have the same sign (which is (-1) n for β in standard form) if and only if all cycles in SDG(β) have negative values, i.e., β is sign non-singular.
It is immediate that β -1 can have entries with particular signs independent of the magnitudes of the entries of β if and only if β is sign non-singular. For β sign non-singular, sgn (β -1 ) ij has a particular sign independent of the magnitudes of the entries of β if and only if all paths from vertex #j to vertex #i have the same sign. For β sign non-singular, this must be true for β ji ≠ 0 and may or may not be true for β ji = 0. If all paths from vertex #j to vertex #i have the same sign, then sgn β ij -1 is the negative of that sign, independent of the magnitudes of the entries of β.
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Wewill use these graph theoretic properties of β in working through the examples that follow.
The first example in section IV considered the structural hypothesis given by,
This array is sign non-singular and twelve of the sixteen entries of its inverse can be signed using the graph theoretic results cited above, independent of magnitudes, as given below, ?
Since the four entries marked "?" can each be positive or negative, it would be traditionally supposed that there would be sixteen reduced form sign patterns that, if estimated, would be consistent with the data, i.e., those sign patterns consistent with the twelve signable entries, regardless of the other four signs. In general, this supposition presumes that the four unsignable entries can take on signs independent of each other. Our point is that this need not be true. For this case it is not, and two of the sixteen sign patterns for the four unsignable entries are not possible for inverses of the proposed structural array, as given below, 22 See also Maybee and Quirk (1969 
The suspicion that these sign patterns were not qualitative inverses of the proposed structural array arose since they were repeatedly not found by the Monte Carlo for very large samples.
Still, both of these arrays are id-consistent and adjoint-consistent with the proposed sgn β. Accordingly, to show that these two sign patterns are not possible qualitative inverses requires that it be shown that the system(s) of inequalities (5) do not have solutions for these proposed sign patterns.
Since the determinant and twelve entries of sgn β -1 are all signable for these cases, it is sufficient to inspect the expansions of the four cofactors corresponding to the unsignable entries. In writing out these expansions a shortcut that can sometimes ease the burden of derivation is based upon early work by Maybee (1966) . Here it was shown that each term in the expansion of the (j,i)th cofactor, i.e., the (i,j)th entry of the adjoint, can be expressed by, v(path (ji))(-1) q β(path(ji)), where v(path (ji)) is the product of the entries of β that correspond to the directed arcs of the path, q is the length of the path (i.e., the number of embodied directed arcs), and β(path(ji)) is the principle minor of β corresponding to the array formed by deleting the rows and columns that correspond to the vertices in the path. Given this, the terms (there are two) in the expansion of (say, the 1,3 term in the adjoint of β) B 13 are given by (with the hypothesized signs of the entries given in parentheses):
B 13 = (β 43 (+)β 14 (-)β 22 (-)) + (β 23 (-)β 12 (-)β 44 (-)).
The issue at stake is to determine if this expansion, and the other three, collectively have a solution if set to the sign pattern proposed for β's adjoint. Based on the Monte Carlo results the expectation of the derivation is that they do not.
To ease the burden of derivation further, β will be considered to have its main diagonal normalized such that β ii = -1 for all i. This can be accomplished by (say) multiplying each column of β by the absolute value of the reciprocal of its main diagonal entry. So formed, the amended array has the same qualitative properties as β. Finally, the expansions will be expressed in terms of the absolute values of β's entries with advocated signs accounted for in the way the sum is formed. Given this, the system of inequalities is expressed below. The expansions are set to the sign pattern advocated for array #21392. In the derivations below a ij = abs(β ij ).
(A1) for B 13 : (a 43 a 14 ) -(a 23 a 12 ) < 0; Q2 = -C1C11 + C1C11 2 -C5C11 -C6C11; Q3 = C2 -C2C11 + C4C7 + C4C8; and, finally, Q4 = C3 -C3C11 + C4C10 + C4C9C11.
Before combining these expressions, some convenient arrangements can be made. The first two terms in each of Q1 and Q2 can be written as, C1 -C1C11 -C1C11 + C1C11 2 = C1(1 -C11) 2 .
There are two terms involving each of C2, C3, C5, and C6 that can be organized as C i (1 -C11), i = 2, 3, 5, 6.
There are three terms involving C4 which can be written as C4(C7 + C8 + C10) and the last term is C4C9C11.
This term can be rewritten as: C4C9C11 = C4C9 -(1 -C11)C4C9.
Given this, assemble the terms as follows: X = (C1 -C1C11 + C2 + C3 + C5 + C6 -C4C9). Now, (A6) can be expressed based on the above, (A6) B 12 B 21 = (1 -C11)X + C4(C7 + C8 + C10) + C4C9 < 0.
Since from the above, C11 > 1, X > 0 is necessary for the inequality (A6) to hold. Given this, consider that: for the two sign patterns, #44085 and #50595: they cannot be qualitative inverses. The derivations for the other five sign patterns not found also can be expressed in terms of conditions of inequalities involving cycles and show that the sign patterns could not be qualitative inverses.
The derivations are somewhat easier than the above.
